
Present: Andrew, Diem, Hung, Ken, Janet, Timmy 
 
Update on past few weeks 
The board discussed the past two weeks, which included guest speakers Hamilton Yang and 
Chris Harry. Both speakers were received well, and the Board felt that both worship services 
went well. 
 
Discussion about Faithful Presence 

● Jesus is present with us in the disciplines. 
● The disciplines are a way through which we kind of connect with God. 
● The seven disciplines- how is our church doing? 
● For example, what does reconciliation look like within our congregation, or with others in 

our lives? 
● The Close circle, Dotted circle, and Half circle- three realms of the Christian life. We're 

always moving between the three. 
● Maintenance mode or Exhaustion mode. Where's our church at? Trying to hold together 

worship and activism in the world. 
 
Colossians 
Memorization of Colossians 3:1-4. 
 
Retreat 
The Board discussed logistics for the retreat, deciding to leave free time open for folks to relax 
in between activities. 
 
Foot washing service- maybe dividing people into small groups  
 
Andrew T sharing about foot washing passage from John. 
 
Open mic after foot washing.  
 
Orientation from camp folks.  
 
Basins (6) and towels to be purchased by Janet. 
 
Friday night - we need to be there by 6, so may tell folks to be there by 545. Andrew T, Hung, 
and Don to go earlier.  
 
Bring sleeping bags, pillow, towel, flip flops.  
 
Welcome packet with map, name tag, schedules. 
 
Saturday breakfast and devotionals. 



 
We are responsible for Sunday breakfast. 
 
Spreadsheet with folks and their various preferences / scheduling. 
 
The Board discussed financial issues regarding retreat attendance. 
 
Start collecting money this week, check preferred. Hung to send out email. 
 
LGBT Discussion 

● Basic structure- there are at least three categories: closed, open and accepting, open 
and affirming. 

● This ends up being really a discussion about how to read scripture. 
● Discuss the three categories, breaking down scriptural basis and context. 
● Beforehand, discuss goals and objectives for the night- different ways people have 

thought about it. 
● End with small group discussion and q&a. 
● Andrew T to coordinate snacks. 

 
 
 
 
 


